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Introduction 
In January of2002, employees working in the Hypervelocity Test Facility (HTF) at White 
Sands Test Facility (WSTF) began to notice cornmon physical complaints. These included 
loss of smell, loss of taste, skin irritation, a burning sensation of the mucus membranes, and 
redness and chapping of the lips. These conditions extended to home during the weekends 
and throughout holiday breaks as well. Concerns about air contaminants were raised with 
regard to the operation of the .SO-cal. two-stage light gas gun (2SLGG). Employees suspected 
that these conditions might be caused by air contaminants from small leaks at the gun pump 
tube joint at the breech, and exhaust gas entrainment into the HV AC systems. The WSTF 
Industrial Hygienist (IH) was notified and samples were collected using the MIRAN infrared 
spectrometer (real time) air sampler on 08 January 2002 at the .SO-cal. gun. The results from 
this screening test suggested the need for more detailed investigations with analytical 
sampling and analysis. 
Background 
In 1994, bulk posttest air samples were collected from the then new I-in. 2SLGG. Bulk air 
samples were collected from the pump tube and analyzed by gas chromatography (GC) with a 
flame ionization detector (FID) and GC with a mass selective detector (MSD). The results 
revealed the presence of several gases with concentrations that were above OSHA control 
levels. These gases were acetaldehyde, ammonia, benzene, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, 
hydrogen cyanide, and methylaniline. Dose data were not obtained. A requirement for a I-h 
gaseous nitrogen (GN2) purge was established after it was shown that a 4S-min purge would 
reduce the pump tube concentration of these gases to only a fraction of control levels. 
When the extensively used .SO-cal. gun was installed in WSTF Building 272 in 1998, an 
identical I-h GN2 purge was adopted based on the assumption that it was acceptable for the 
smaller volume of the .SO-cal. gun. However, in 2001-02, it was not working properly and 
personnel were feeling the effects. An investigation ensued and several items were found to 
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be contributing to the release of post-shot gases. First, the pump tube end that mates with the 
breech was found to have small longitudinal gouges. These gouges prevented the O-ring from 
sealing the joint. Second, the purge lines were fi lled with soot from the shots. The lines 
remained connected during shots to pu ll vacuum, deliver hydrogen, and purge the pump tube. 
The pressure of the expanding gun powder gases was forcing debris into the ~-in . line, which 
reduced the flow to a crawl; but the pressure gauges used to set the purge pressure read 
correctly. Third, the 50-cal. gun was positioned on the west, or windward, side of the 
building, which is the direction of the prevailing winds in Las Cruces. This position was 
contributing to the entrainment of gases into the HV AC systems. (The I-in. gun is on the 
leeward side of the building.) Fourth, the overpressure relief devices on the flight ranges 
emptied directly into the gun lab. When the pump tube gases leaked past the piston they soon 
entered the breathing-air zone. Corrective actions have improved but not completely 
alleviated these conditions. 
WSTF HTF Ignition Materials 
The ignition chain used in WSTF's 50-cal. LGG include igniters that contain two sizes of 
black powder, an ignition compound, and the propellants used to accelerate the piston. 
Attachment A contains the material safety data sheet (MSDS) that provides more details. The 
propellant is typical extruded tubular IMR 4198 single-based nitrocellulose powder, available 
at most sporting goods stores in America. 
The materials used to build the exoskeleton of the powder cone are double-sided 3~ I tape, 
brown construction paper, masking tape, and cotton. Downstream of the breech there is an 
acrylic disk and a high-density polyethylene piston. Residue remaining from the gun cleaning 
process is typically isopropyl alcohol. 
Sampling and Analysis 
The first sampling occurred on 08 January 2002. It was performed with the help of the IH 
present using the MlRAN air sampler. The WSTF MlRAN uses infrared (IR) spectrometry. 
It is good at recognizing groups of compounds but has trouble distinguishing between 
individual chemicals. At this point, no personnel protective measures were used. The 
MIRAN results with 175-grams of 4198 gunpowder are shown in Table 1. Figure 1, a 
schematic of the 2SLGG, identifies the sampling locations. 
The data revealed alarming amounts of benzene, acetaldehyde and ammonia. All testing was 
suspended pending further investigation . 
• 
I 3~ is a registered trademark of Minnesota Mining and Minerals Co. , St. Paul, Minnesota . 
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Table 1 
MlRAN Prelimina~ R esults 
Sample Location Sequence in Operation Max. Max. Max. 
Reading for Reading for Reading 
Benzene3 Acetaldehyde for 
(ppm) (ppm) Ammonia 
(~~m2 
Breech After gun is fired but prior to 13 8.3 0.7 
purges 
2 High-pressure After gun is fired but prior to 4.7 6.2 6.8 
section purges 
3 Break area After gun is fired but prior to 3.9 3.8 NRb 
(table) purges 
4 Target After 15 min purge, evacuation 3.2 11 3.9 
chamber open and backfill with ambient air (outside) (inside) (outside) 
2.6 
(inside) 
5 Expansion After 15 min purge, evacuation 2.8 NR 1.4 
tank open and backfi ll with ambient air (outside) (inside) 
6.4 
(inside) 
6 Disconnected Purged pump tube for 1 h. Gun 22 NR NR 
breech from is opened. 
pump tube 
7 Disconnected Purged pump tube for 1 h. Gun 66 NR NR 
high pressure is opened. 
section from 
pump tube 
8 Break area Mter purge, gun is opened, N. 3 NR NR 
high-bay door opened and fans 
turned on for - 3 min. 
3 Short Term Exposure Limit is 2.5 ppm 
b No reading was taken with the MlRAN 
NOTES: No hydrogen cyanide was detected. 
Highest level of CO detected was I ppm. Highest level of CO2 detected was 644 ppm. 
The MIRAN sameles a s~ectrurn and ma~ not d i stin~i sh between seecific iases. 
On 17 January 2002, in order to analyze the posttest chemicals more precisely, WSTF 
performed a 50-cal. hypervelocity test with a gunpowder load of225 grams ofIMR 4198 and 
collected samples. This test was performed with a WSTF-supplied aluminum target and 
projectile. The objective of this test was to obtain air quality samples and not hypervelocity 
test data. 
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For this shot, three different methods of sampling were planned. Wipe, soot, and gas samples 
were collected at various points along the gun (Figure 1). To totally protect personnel from 
exposure to suspected chemical contaminants, self-contained breathing apparatus (SCBA), 
Tyvek® 2 suits and taped latex gloves were worn during posttest operations and sampling. 
Wipe Sampling 
The IH and hypervelocity personnel collected wipe samples from the locations shown in the 
sampling matrix (Table 2) . The WSTF Chemistry and Metallurgical Laboratory (Chern Lab) 
Table 2 
Sampling Matrix for Hypervelocity Wipe Samples 
Location Sampled Area Date 
Pump tube breech 
Flight range expansion tank 
Flight range target chamber 
Blank 
Back of piston 
Breakroom table 
Rail 
Work bench 
Blank 
(ft2) 
1 
1 
1 
N/A 
0.11 
1 
1 
1 
N/A 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 January 2002 
2 Tyvek® and Teflon® are registered trademarks ofE. 1. du Pont de Nemours and Company, 
Wilmington, Delaware. 
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provided 10 flm Teflon® 2 membrane filters (Millipore® 3 part # LCWP 047 00) in clean glass 
screw-cap bottles . A I_ft2 area was sampled where possible. After wiping the designated area 
with the filter, the filter was immediately returned to the sample bottle and delivered to the 
analytical group of the Chern Lab for analysis. 2 mL of dichloromethane were added to the 
sample bottles containing the filters. The bottles were then sonicated for 5 min. Aliquots of 
the dichloromethane were removed and filtered through 0.45-flm syringe filters. 1 flL of each 
sample was analyzed by GCIMSD. 
Wipe Results: 
The results from the wipe samples taken from the pump tube breech are shown in Table 3. 
The method detection limit for the pump tube breech sample is O.l ng/fr. The results from 
the wipe samples taken from the back of the piston are also shown in Table 3. The method 
detection limit for the back-of-piston sample is 0.9 ng/tY. No compounds above the reporting 
limit (0.1 ng/ ft2) were detected in the flight range expansion tank sample or the flight range 
target chamber sample. 
A solid identified in wipe samples was 2-methyl-1 ,3-benzenediamine. It is a potent skin 
sensitizer and irritant. Post-shot residue on the skin creates a tangible sensation. Some 
animal tests have indicated it is a possible carcinogen; however, other tests have failed to 
show that this compound is carcinogenic. 
Soot Sampling 
Two duplicate soot samples from the Building 272 target chamber were collected by 
hypervelocity personnel and analyzed by the analytical group of the Chern Lab. 10 mL of 
dichloromethane were added to the sample bottles containing the filters. The bottles were 
then sonicated for 5 min. Aliquots of the dichloromethane were removed and filtered through 
0.45-flm syringe filters. One flL of each sample was analyzed by GCIMSD. 
Table 3 
Wipe Sample Results 
Compound 
Pump Tube at Breech 
Octamethylcyclotetra-siloxane 
Decamethylcyclopenta-siloxane 
Unknown compound 
2-methyl-1,3-benzenediamine 
Tetradecamethylcyclohepta-siloxane 
Hexadecamethylcycloocta-siloxane 
Back of Piston 
Decamethylcyclopenta-siloxane 
Dodecamethy lcyclohexa -si loxane 
Retention Time 
(min) 
5.79 
7.01 
8.33 
8.69 
9.5 1 
10.56 
7.01 
8.32 
3 Millipore® is a registered trademark of Millipore Corp., Bedford, Massachusetts. 
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Soot Results: 
Organic based compounds were found in insufficient quantities to identify. 
Air Sampling 
Certified, evacuated offgassing containers were used to collect air samples at various 
locations. Each offgassing container has a nominal internal volume of 4.3 liters. Table 4 
shows the location and sampling times for each sample collected (Figure 1). The air samples 
were transported to the Molecular Desorption and Analysis Laboratory (MDAL) for analysis. 
The samples were analyzed by GC with FID and by GC with a dual infrared detector (IRD) 
and MSD. For the analysis, a list of target compounds was specified. The target compounds 
were benzene, ammonia, acetaldehyde, methanol, and ethylene. Additionally, all observed 
compounds were detennined to the lowest level possible. 
Air Sampling Results: 
Table 5 shows the results of the pre- and post-purge air sampling. 
Table 4 
Sampling Matrix for .50-Cal Gun Air Samples 
Location Time & Date of Sampling 
Baseline 
Breech posttest 
#2 High-pressure post 
#5 Pump tube pre-purge 
#6 Inside target chamber 
#7 Inside expansion chamber 
#11 Breech post-purge 
#13 High-pressure post-purge 
Flight range 
Breech 
High-pressure accelerator 
reservOIr 
0817 hrs 17 January, 2002 
0910 hrs 21 February, 2002 
0915 hrs 21 February, 2002 
0920 hrs 21 February,2002 
1036 hrs 21, February, 2002 
1042 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1124 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1113 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1045 hrs 06 February,2002 
1155 hrs 22, February, 2002 
1203 hrs 22, February, 2002 
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Pressure 
(psia ± 2%) 
12.60 
12.46 
12.56 
10.81 
12.57 
12.62 
12.65 
12.63 
12.49 
12.59 
12.45 
I ~
Table 5 
Pre- and Post-Pur~e Air Sam£lin~ Results 
Compound Chemical Pre-Purge Post-Purge Time Immediate 
A bstracts Quantity Quantity Weighted Danger to Life 
Service* Average or Health 
(CAS) (TWA) (IDLH) 
Num ber {122m) 
Methane 74-82-8 1200 54 1000 
Carbon monoxide 630-08-0 » 8500' 13 25 1200 
Ammonia 7664-4 1-7 28 - 182 5.5 25 300 
Hydrogen sulfide 353-50-4 NA ND 10 100 
Carbon~1 sulfide 7783-06-4 140 0.08 NA 500 
Propane 74-98-6 16 0.09 1000 2100 
Propylene 11 5-07- 1 120 .7 Asphyxiant 400 
Propyne 74-99-7 5.7 .03 NA 
Hydrogen cyanide 74-90-8 260 ND 4.7C 50 
Isobutane 75-28-5 2.0 NO 800 
Acetaldehyde 75-07-0 4.9 0.23 25 C 2000 
Unidentified component 9.9 NO NA 
Methyl alcohol 67-56-1 13 0.43 NA 6000 
Butene 106-98-9 29 0.24 NA 
1,3-Butadiene 106-99-0 28 .22 5C 2000 
Butane 67-56- 1 1.2 ND 1000 
Butenes 47 0.11 NA 
2-Butyne 503-17-3 0.50 ND NA 
Methyl mercaptan 106-97-8 I I ND 100 C 150 
(Methanethiol) 
C5-C 12 Saturated and 93 ND 1000 
unsaturated aliphatic 
h~drocarbons 
Acetonitrile 75-05-8 22 0.26 20 500 
Acetone 67-64- 1 12 0.16 500 2500 
I-Pentene 109-67- 1 2.0 ND 600 1500 
Furan 11 0-00-9 0.29 ND NA 
rsoEroE~1 alcohol 67-63-0 2.4 0.25 NA 2000 
Acrylonitrile 107-13-1 0.83 ND 2 85 
Carbon disulfide 75-1 5-0 1.2 ND 10 500 
Propane nitrile 107-12-0 2.5 ND NA 
Cyc10pentene 142-29-0 1.9 ND 600 750 
Unidentified comEonent 0.15 NO NA 
Butyraldehyde 123-72-8 0.39 ND NA 
Methyl ethyl ketone 78-93-3 1.9 ND 200 3000 
Unidentified component 0.30 ND NA 
Hexene 592-41-6 5.2 ND 50 
Meth:tl aC!::tlate 96-33-3 2. 1 ND 2 250 
Unidentified component 0.08 ND NA 
n-Butyl alcohol 71-36-3 9.3 0.11 NA 1400 
Benzene 71-43-2 74 0.01 0.5 500 
Thiophene 11 0-02- 1 0.40 ND NA 
Meth~1 isobu~rate 547-63-7 0. 15 ND NA 
2-Pentanone 107-87-9 0.08 ND NA 1500 
Methyl methacrylate 80-62-6 19 0. 10 50 1000 
Unidentified component 0.28 ND NA 
Heptene 80-62-6 1.6 ND NA 
Unidentified component 2.7 ND NA 
Unidentified component 0.27 ND NA 
Toluene 108-88-3 23 0.33 50 500 
Unidentified component 0.40 ND NA 
Octene 111 -66-0 0.54 ND NA 
Octane 11 1-65-9 0.2 1 ND 300 \000 
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Compound 
Hexamethylcyclotrisiloxane 
Vinylcyclohexene 
Ethylbenzene 
Xylenes 
Styrene 
Nonene 
Unidentified component 
Isopropyl cyclohexane 
C9-C I 0 Aromatic 
hydrocarbons 
Propyl benzene 
Methyl stryene 
C7 Unsaturated alcohol 
Octamethylcyclotetra-
siloxane 
Benzonitrile 
Decene 
Unidentified component 
C8 Alcohol 
3-Phenyl-propene 
Limonene 
Indane 
Indene 
Unidentified nitrogen 
containing component 
Chemjcal 
Abstracts 
Service* 
(CAS) 
Number 
541-05-9 
100-40-3 
100-41 -4 
100-42-5 
124- 11-8 
696-29-7 
103-65-1 
98-83-9 
556-67-2 
100-47-0 
300-57-2 
5989-27-5 
496-11-7 
95-13-6 
Pre-Purge 
Quantity 
8.1 
0.16 
1.8 
10 
1.4 
0.19 
0.17 
0.41 
4.6 
0.20 
0.3 1 
0 .40 
3.7 
0.31 
1.2 
6.7 
1.2 
0.39 
0.74 
0.33 
3.4 
2 .1 
Post-Purge 
Quantity 
Time 
Weighted 
Average 
(TWA) 
(ppm) 
0.29 
ND 
0.05 
0.12 
0.22 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
0.25 
ND 
ND 
ND 
ND 
0.01 
0.03 
ND 
0.07 
ND 
NA 
0.1 
100 
100 
20 
200 
NA 
NA 
1000 
NA 
50 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
NA 
10 
NA 
Unidentified component 5.9 0.43 NA 
Decamethylcyclopenta- 541-02-6 0.76 0.02 NA 
siloxane 
Immediate 
Danger to Life 
or Health 
(IDLH) 
900 
700 
1300 
700 
Naphthalene 91-20-3 3.3 0.02 10 250 
Methyl naphthalenes 0.3 1 ND NA 
NA = Not Available NO = None Detected C = Ceiling Limit (not to exceed) 
• Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) is a division of the American Chemical Society 
a The chemical analysis for this sample yielded a result that only allows the concentration to be calculated as 
» 8500 ppm. A concentration of36000 ppm can be projected using the methane and carbon monoxide 
concentrations from sample 02-36469G, assuming comparable proportions. 
Discussion 
The data in the pump tube pre-purge show there were a large number of chemical compounds 
identified prior to purging. Notably, many of the quantities are near or above the established 
control limits of the Center for Disease Control, OSHA, NIOSH and ACGIH. Several of the 
compounds are considered carcinogens by these regulatory agencies. Others compounds, 
such as acetaldehyde, ethyl benzene, and methyl ethyl ketone, are on the "further study list" 
of chemical substances and other issues under study by the TL V Chemical Substances 
Committee. Solicitation for additional information continues on these chemicals because they 
are confirmed animal carcinogens and their biological effects in humans are not adequately 
understood. There is not yet enough toxicological information to definitively implicate them 
to a more severe threshold limit value (TLV) category. 
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Another important point is that TL V s are developed for single chemical substances. As you 
can see, the pump tube environment is comprised of a complex composite of chemicals. 
There are several possible modes of chemical mixture interaction. Additivity occurs when the 
combined biological effect of the components is equal to the sum of each of the agents given 
alone. Synergy occurs when the combined effect is greater than the sum of each agent. This 
is particularly serious when two or more hazardous substances have similar toxicological 
effects on the same organ or system. The situation is further complicated when solvents such 
as acetone, butyl acetate and methyl ethyl ketone, to name a few from Table 5, are combined 
with carcinogens such as benzene, acrylonitrile and 1 ,3-butadiene, to name a few others from 
Table 5. Solvent and carcinogen combinations make the carcinogens more readily absorbed, 
which lowers the control limits. It is likely that all three mixture interactions are going on 
here. 
Table 5 also proves the importance of a proper I-h pump tube purge. Most of the compounds 
were reduced to a none-detected (ND) level. The remaining compounds are well below 
control limits. 
In the target tanks, the most prominent chemicals found were carbon monoxide, hydrogen and 
phthalates. Phthalates are used primarily as plasticizers and are usually added in proprietary 
amounts, but are known to be mucous membrane sensitizers. 
Controls Used at WSTF 
The hypervelocity team continues to identify design improvements and implement operational 
deviations to reduce or eliminate the risk of exposure to personnel. These improvements are 
maintained on all existing indoor gun systems and are included in the design of new gun 
systems and operational procedures. A list of engineering/design and procedural 
requirements, with discussion, is provided as follows: 
1. Exhaust vents on all indoor vacuum pumps were captured and routed outside to a 
minimum height of 3 ft above the roofline. This effluent was originally excreted into the 
room but is now captured. 
2. Fresh air dump valves were installed on all flight ranges. This fresh air exchange is to be 
performed a minimum of four times. An analysis of evacuated chambers indicates a cycle 
of four fresh air dumps and subsequent evacuations provides a thorough exchange that 
removes potentially toxic substances and replaces them with high-quality air. 
3. Polycarbonate lift-off plates were installed on all indoor flight ranges and, when possible, 
opposite the GN2 purge fill line. The exhaust is captured and vented outdoors above the 
roofline. The lift-off plates serve three purposes. First, there is a small risk of over-
pressurizing flight ranges during the test process. The lift-off plate thusly serves as a 
captured relief valve for the flight range. Second, a GN2 purge is required after each test 
to evacuate gases and particulate. The GN2 purge flow is controlled to lift off the plate 
and provide a captured path for this purge. Since the plate can be viewed lifting, one can 
check the flow. Third, the polycarbonate is translucent, which provides a place to use 
photo diodes to capture muzzle exit times. 
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4. Flow indicators were installed on the input side of the pump tube GN2 purge lines on the 
I-in. and .SO-cal. guns. These help ensure that a proper GN2 flow is achieved and 
maintained throughout the purge cycle. The pump tubes are quite dirty and contain high-
pressure gases on the large guns, which can plug the fill lines. There is a history of these 
lines clogging with debris and choking off the purge gas flow. 
5. Exhaust fans are used during testing to help evacuate gases. 
6. Pump tube a-rings are inspected and usually replaced after each shot. It was found that in 
cleaning the mating sections of the pump tube, a-rings were scoured and, therefore, not 
providing a proper seal. 
7. Ridge vents are closed immediately after the shot but before the purge cycles begin. This 
helps to keep exhaust gases from entering the building. 
8. Personnel don appropriately selected negative pressure respirators with MSA GME P-IOO 
cartridges when exiting the bunkers, safing, and inspecting the guns. 
9. Two SCBA units, Tyvex suits, and latex gloves are located in the instrumentation bunker 
during all large caliber tests. Donning this equipment is required if there is a known leak 
during the test and, therefore, a potentially hazardous environment existing around the 
gun. 
10. MSA Passports, capable of monitoring for mUltiple gases at once, are used during testing 
and placed near the pump tube and breech during the purge cycles. They currently 
monitor for CO, LEL and oxygen level. CO is used as an indicator gas. If CO levels are 
high, it is assumed that the levels of benzene, acetylaldahyde, and hydrogen cyanide are 
also high. If the CO warning alarm sounds, personnel are instructed to evacuate the area. 
Work to completely eliminate the problem is still ongoing. Recently, the summer-storm 
winds forced air into the fresh-air ventilation system. Measures are underway to eliminate 
this problem. We also recently purchased an overhead vehicle exhaust system, which we can 
place directly over the breech during testing and cleaning operations. 
Conclusions 
Sampling and analysis indicate that workers can quickly be overexposed to a hazardous 
composite of chemicals ifpump tube purges are not performed, are performed inadequately, 
or if entrainment of exhaust into HV AC systems occurs. Air samples taken on the pump tube 
of a .SO-cal. 2SLGG prior to a GN2 l-h purge indicate that hazardous chemical mixes, 
including several known and suspected carcinogens combined with solvents, exist in 
quantities large enough to overexpose workers and support personnel. Please keep in mind 
that these samples were taken after tests with only 225 grams of powder. Since this is a 
relatively small amount of gunpowder when compared to larger 2SLGGs, it is imperative that 
facilities set up purging systems to evacuate the hazards. Measures must be taken to prevent 
exposing personnel to this dangerous mixture. Post-purge analysis indicates that all 
substances are reduced well below the control limits, although it is wise to consider that 
pockets of trapped gases may still occur. 
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Recommendations 
To reduce exposure to hazardous airborne substances and soot particulate, the following 
recommendations are offered: 
1. Install a forced purge system from one end of the pump tube to the other. Monitor the 
flow through the tubing, as particulate may eventually plug the purge lines, preventing an 
inadequate purge. 
2. Run purge lines outside and several feet above the roofline and away from HV AC intake 
louvers. (Design recommendations are available from the WSTF HTF.) 
3. Purge the flight ranges in a similar fashion to the pump tubes, but with less pressure. 
4. Pull vacuum on the flight ranges, and backfill with fresh and clean ambient air more than 
four times to remove all contaminants. 
5. Use captured lift-off type vent valves on the flight range. 
6. Overhead ventilation and source ventilation are recommended and should be turned on 
prior to firing the gun. 
7. Increase the air exchange in the lab as much as possible. The WSTF building uses two 
high-volume exhaust fans, ridge vents, and three lO,OOO-CFM evaporative coolers. 
8. Source exhaust systems, such as welding or vehicle exhaust hoods, work very well, 
especially during winter. 
9. Consider bagging the connective joints so that if there is a leak, it is indicated by a puffed-
up or tom bag. 
10. If purging is not possible, it is suggested that SCBA units be used or, at a minimum, full 
facemask respirators with GME P-I 00 fi lter cartridges to protect personnel during posttest 
operations. 
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11. In case of a failure and resulting large release of gases, it is recommended that personnel 
maintain SCBA gear in a safely accessible location. 
12. Oilless vacuum pumps prevent contaminants from impregnating the vacuum pump oil. 
The oil is considered a hazardous waste once contaminated and should be incinerated. 
13. Workers should wear latex gloves, coveralls, and eye protection when cleaning the pump 
tube. 
14. Cleaning rags and fluids must be collected and disposed of properly in order to prevent 
further contamination of personnel or the environment. 
15. Non-essential personnel visits to the area should be kept at a minimum until the pump 
tubes are purged and cleaned. 
16. Design exhaust stacks according industry ventilation standards. (Design 
recommendations are avai lable from the WSTF HTF.) 
17. A cost-effective means of monitoring the air quality in a lab is to purchase a carbon 
monoxide detector. It is used as an indicator gas: If it is present in high quantities, then 
you can assume all the other toxins are present. 
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EL\Z.lliDO S COMPONENTS 
CEEillICAL 
Nitrocellulose 
2, 4-Dinitrotoluene 
PHYSICAL DATA 
Specific Gravity: 1.65 
Solubility in HzO: Negligible 
Color: Black 
CAS~.rnER 
9004-70-0 
121-14-2 
Form: Perforated o· nonoerfcrated sma 1 illscs 0:- oerforaced cvli::lciers . 
...... .,.)Of:oot,.. _:00: .li'C:JIIII~ ~ ••••• _ •• 1'.:';K:.c ... _;"lII:*".~ :'" •• 'lI{*_"" ••.•• ~::i: ••• ; .. ~_ ... ¥.:,01 '=-:,.~_.::III ••• __ Sc":iJ,,.. 
H . ..,.Z.ARDOUS REACTIV1 Y 
INSTABILITY: Un5table ,..nth heat, Unstable with static c.~arge5. "ns"ab' e 
wi h impact. No! hazardous if produc used properly. 
NCO! IFATIBILITY: Incompatible wit acids, alkalies, oxidarlts 
D r1 COlYlPOSI'TION: Decol:lposes ~vith heat. Hazardous gases peod' ceo are 
carbon monoxide. Decomposes v,--ith impact, stat'c charges. 
POLYYIERIZA.' ION: Polymerization v,-ill not occur. 
Tne Cat.2 In this Mat<!r.al Saiecy Dat:a Sheet relateJ only in the s;:«ioc :na:e:-ial ciesipate~ 
b~"'''f 1 and ';0·5 lot -·l?{~ t.q 1J~e \ 0 C'ompo.sr;)oj 1Wl~~ iHjV 9th~ ~ -p·"czi cr ''1 ij"'l V ---Z;!' !itS 
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M"l€'rial Safely Data Sheet 
.... b<> USl'<l 10 comply w1I h 
,SHA's KlLl/d (AmmoniC.!llion St'I'1<1O,d, 
''\I CFR 1910, 1200. Standard mus, Dc 
... :H~Unco fOt specifIC ftqUlremenlS 
s..ctfcn I 
I J'"tlil'-.. 
u.s. Oep'l '1m enT of I <'l:Ior 
Oct.'UoatiOf1:u s.,fCIV 'Iud H ~lltn AOOIIIII\;fUIV" 
(:-.Io n-Nh.nducr'l Fo,ml 
Form AcoroyccJ 
OMS No. 11 18·0072 
~"'.I""" €~T""""""~ QiK, INCORPORATED 1-877-368-5505 
..,.,. ... ~. _ . Cry, 51.,., oro ZIP Cooe) T~ Nu~ to< In!o<r.\auon 
...:D,-'... 0"".~BO,,-,,:X,-,-,74~4 __________ -+=-;;:,:-('~ 605;;-'-) .... 5""'62<..:-"'5 ..... 1 7u.1 _______ _ __ _ O.:e ?Ulcared COUNTY ROAO 6E 2!! AUGUST 2000 
EDGEMONT. SD 57735 
Section 11 - HazardOUs Ingred~11ty Information 
ITEM : Hypervelocity Free FliGht Facility Igni te~ , Electrically Initiated. Dra~;ns; NASA - A337 - 6202 - MZ6 Rev, g 
EX - 0009065 
UN - 0271; 
HAZ ARDOUS INGREDIENTS; Primer Hi x 4B7 AoorQx i rna t~ 1 v lQQ n!9 . ~Qnt.gi !led in unit BlaCK Powder AQQroximatel'l 9 oms .• sQi llable if unit L--
rUQtured I or crushed. See Sec. IV 
SectIon III - Physical/Chemical CharaC1anstlcs 
Boiling Pomt Sooo'foc GnI"'Y~,.o - 1) 
N/A Black Powder 1.70-1.82 V t:)<Y _. ltml Hg.) 
Me ..... PoIrrI 
~/A liLA 'ieer ~ WR • I} 
N/A E~,Rat. I (8 u:yc -..,.. - l) N/A 
- . 
-~v~r.Water 
Black Powder, Good. P!"imer Mix 487, Good. -~~=="""'~..-d=-Odor~----- ---------"------------- ------Black, Granular 
O:.I-:,,;"~ ~ 
Water 
Sooa.aI Nt. ~OQ PlO<e<lUrcs 
00 oM fjg"t explpsj"ps fjr0S-.--_ ______ . __________ . __ . __ 
~J F'l't JOO b~ Ha.l:lrd$ 
Ahen i gnited unconfined, it burns with exolQsjve..-Yigill~Jilll....explode. ·C 
ignited under even slight confinement. 
A-2 
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Sec1j"" V - A<!:activity OaGi 
e~ flame . Avoid im ~ 
ove rpressures. i f In an area wi th 
10n. 
~ion VI - Health ffazard Oata 
AouIe('1 01 Enuy. 
H .. nn Ha:.tIds (AoM _ CM>nIcI 
c..t:;nogonic:i<y: NlP7 IAAC ~1 OSHA. ~ None 'of the components of black powder are listed as carcinogen. 
Signs arod s,..".,.,..... 01 ~. A detona t ion may cause seyere injury. 
EtnerQoncy .od _ .-id Proced<.< .. 
Seek prompt medjcal attention 
$ectlon VII - Pr~utlons fot' Saf. Handling and Use 
~ ., S. T..." ;" c... MabrioI Is _ Dr S!>Ued 
Rereoye sources of frjction . impact. hrat 10' level electrjcal current. electrnst~tjr 
and RF energy. 
WaoIe ();sposaJ "'"""'" Desensitize by delutin, in water, or open train burn by qualified personnel . 
~ 10 a. r_ In ~ and SIcmg 
~tare l1aded jtem< jn coo) dry apprnyed magazine 
oo...Pr~ Wear reguired protective clothing and ground ing equipment when handling explosive 
devices. 
~ VIII - Contro. Measures 
producing clothes . 
P"ge 2 
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cIMR ) IMR 'i 8~ ) IMR POWDER COMPANY 
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET 
?RODUCT IDENTIFICATION 
_ ,A.:.. fl=': SINGLE BASE S OKELESS POWDER 
7R_-\DE N_.\J.\fES AND SYNONY! _8:' 
IMR-####, SR-####, PB 
#.u## = umber Designation fOT Products 
:YIA1-- -";"' ACTu"RER 
PRODUCT INFORMATIO PHONE: 
~1EDICAL EMERGE CY PHO iE: 
TR~NSPORTA TION EMERGE CY PHO! 'E: (514) 3 1-5520 
a~A~DOUSC01~ONEN~S 
CEE lCAL 
Nitrocellulose 
2, 4-Dinitrowluene 
PHYSICAL DATA 
Specific Gravity: 1.65 
Solubility in Hi>: Negligible 
Co or: Black 
CAS N1i'NlBER 
9Q04-70-{) 
121-14-2 
Form: Perforated or non-perforated small discs 0 :- perforated ylinders. 
~~. ~~.* ~~*~.*. __ .• s • • ~* •• ~ .~~~~ . . -.~_ •••• •• ~*.* •• ~~_*x~~~ ••• ~~ ~ ••••• _~ 
HAZARDOUS REAC _ TY 
INSTABILITY: Unstable with heat, ns able with static c:ta;-ges. nst:able 
with impact. Not hazardous ' f product used properly. 
I COYIPATIBILITY: Incompatible wi :. acids, mal'es, oxiciams. 
DECOMPOSIT ON: Decomposes wi h heat . Hazardous gases, :-oci cec! are 
carbon monoxide. Decomposes ,'lith impact, starc charges. 
POLY. rERIZATlON: Polymerization will not occur. 
7he data In this Materia Safe»' Data Shee t re laus only b the .)lecific maU!nai desjg-::a~d 
h"'rjSto and CQ.s ro: j-Jatt )N yore , ., CQ;'jl;'K2:j:JQ"') ":~ti \lOV ofaer ""'-;ueO?J or " ~'V ..... ?co.~~ 
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CIMR) R P PANY 
250; -
:-:?E A. D E:<?lOSrON D,\ A 
~!?:: .; l D EX?:" S-ON il:\ ,\?DS 
l1a:,,:-cc IS Gases croc ceo in :Lce ace ca:-bon monox:ce. 
Exn s : ve (O "T » _ Olbsj:_ammab.e Salle 10 lbs or leSe. 
unco n ~:-o~ ab l y. ?r c uces shrapne. if con::ned. 
E;;':TI NGU:SH- ·G :1E -;-. 
No ne. 
S?:::C: .;L :- _ ?E ::GH':': lG I S:-R :::7Im:S 
_a55 :5 
3t;::iS 
Do no~ t l ght. :l:e. Iso ate area. E;'12.ct;a;'e ?ersonnel - 0 2 s2.:e a:-e::.. 
Glla r l aJ",in5 t int:-Iners. 
tlC:?;L llS;"LTI1 I!AZ;'.~DS 
These peod c:s have not bee~ tested :o[ ax~city. They a:e 
C ~ ass a E x ~ osives and burnins, con::ned or ~ncon=ined, can 
Co lse phys · cal injury, inc-ud: g dea~ The toxicity 
e:Eects given be _ow :or : he ha:a:dous components may result 
ErJ~ StOSS chronic or acu e overexposure to the pr duc:s by 
inha_a~ j on, eye or skin c ntact oc :ngest:on . 
2 , ~ -D: tl: ':'?O~OLUt: IE 
rnna_ation LeSO: .87 mg/_ , 1 hour in rats. 
Sk i n Ahsoro ion AL >_ ,0 0 mg/kg in rabbi s. 
Ocal LOSO :" 177 mg/kg in cats. 
This co moound is - ox:c bv inhalation and ingestion. It is a · 
st:in anc" e e irri.tant. T;xic ef:ec:s described in ani:na_s 
from exros~,re by inha ation, inges - ion, or skin contact: 
i ncl lde nons?eci f:c effects s 'ch as reduced weight gain, 
methemoalobinemia and effects on the central nervous sys~e~, 
he rep~oductive syste m, and bon e marrow. - n animal tests, 
tec~nica_ s:ade 2,4 - dinitcotoluene has carcinogenic 
activity. Test s fo : mu~ age ·c acti v·ty in bacteria_ and 
mcwma :an ce __ cult res have been both positive and 
negative. has cie~ons:rated no embryo oxic act~vity in 
arnma_s. It prodllc es tes :cu at" dec;ene :at ion and ·ecreased 
srerma ogenisis in rats, mice and do~s. Reduction in ~a_e 
:e~~i_ity occurs in domi~anc letha studies in :ats . 
!1t:man hea ch e::ec:s from overexposu r e by inhalation, SlI:!n 
oc eve contact or inoesticn may initia __ y include red~c:icn 
0: :;e b occ's oxv en car:::n~ a~a :" : with cyanos:s, 
·.;ea .<neS5, 0:: S:0 7: ess of breath:,y :ne::"le!:loc;!.obin :or:ila:~c~; 
~ c~ ~~e=:::c _:sco~ cc: suc~ as ~G~se~ , .eacac~el con:~s:=~ . 
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( IMR ) I 1R POW ER CO .iPA, Y 
:2901 ' 
?age 3 lli:;l\;.Tlf /I ,ZI\j!1l :lIfO IWf.T:OII - CCt/7!1Wt::l 
ir :;~at Jon e:Eects ~ th couch, di5 om:oct, di:!icu_~1 breath:n J • 0, shortness ot breath; oc ' oint pain. The compound aiJ[ienrs to be able to slgn~:icant!y ?ermea-e ::1 ·e 5y.ln. :ncll'.licilla 5 .... ith preex:s;:':r.C; 'isei!ses at the ce::::a: nervotJs system, peripheral ne:vous sys~er.t, l1.;:1gs, 0: reprocluc~ · ve organs may have inc : eased susce?t!::'~:ity to ::,l! ox city oE excessive ex?os res, 
III'!', aCE ,L.OLO!:E 
Oeil !.n50: >5,000 mg/' 9 in : acs, 
The o .. pollnd is not a sUn or eye :::itant . 
. ldiC: IOGS.IIC:'" 
/la!lE Of Ti l E COIiPOliErl~ (S) or ':' 1115 \.; 7:::?-: ,\L : '5 :':5::-:::D;"5;" C.;::C:~IOG:::N =~ lJTP, -ARC, OR OSliA . 
contro.s the :ollo .... i~g comgonent(s) as ~ atent:31 ca~cino;en ( s 2,4-0in:troto uene • ~ (5\4 ) 371-5520 
EX?OSURE !lHTS 
TLV • C, CG1il) None establis hed . 
?:::L (OSIlA) None estab ished. 
• T V is a regis~ered t : ademack. 
2,4-D · ni cotc Ilene: I\::L 
SAF!::"'! ?Rt::C. UT!ONS 
PEL (OSH,;) 
TLV (ACG:H) 
O, 5m9//, 3, a 0 :2 h: ,:",,.;)\.., Skin 
. 5mg/l~3, Ski n 
.::r.lS/M3, Skin 
no not IHeilche ciusc. 00 not Get in eyes. 00 :'lot g'et on ski:'l. 0 :'lO!: se: 011 clc !lin/j. HilSh thorollghly-aEter hand . inc . Wash cloth:'nc a : ::e: US!? Do'n!:. brea he ouenine:; pl-'dc,f mes . Kee? out ~i reach c: chiic:1, 
:tIiIAU,:':ON 
I! inhaled, remove t o fre sh air. : noe bteathi:1g, sive a:ti:ic~al ~espi ration, pref era bly rnouch-to-mouth . 1: breathing is ci::ic\!_t, oxygen. Ca l_ a physic ' an . 
;itl COIITI\.T 
:n :ase ot con act, .... ash skin vith soap and plenty 0: ~ate : . 
n C.aSe 0: contac~ t immediate _y : . USI ~yes ·..,ith .ple~:: c: · ... ·ate:-- :0:- a:' east ~~ r.l~n~tes. a 1 a pnvs:::3:1, 
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HO 0.5.200 2.;E. ?ll",ourSfl . N.Y. 12;01 .. " , . 
?a e 
!~ s~a __ o~ e~, i nduce vom~tin~ l~me~iate_y ~y gi':ing t~o g :asses o~ ~a:2: 
and sc i c .inS ~ i nger down thro a~ . Never g iv e a~yt hi ng by ~cuth to a~ 
uncon s ciou s person. Call a physic i cn. 
11 7£: 3\1rilins smo k e l ess pOl..;oer riidY cause extens iv e anc 
de e p b l! , n s . Get In e d ic c 1 a: ten t i on . mm e d i ate 1 y. I mm e C 5 e 
~uc~ed a:ed in co l d ~ac~:. 
NOT E 70 ?HYS:CI,\US: Abso:otion 0: _,~-Dinitrot oluene '::-. :0 
t he hooy may lead to the formation of methemos_obin that, 
in s \I::icient. concentration, causes c'Janosis, since 
re~e~5ion of methemoolobin to hemoc obin occu:s 
spontaneous_y aEter te:m: nat:on o=·ex?oscr~, ~oce~a:2 
d eg~ees of cyano sis need be t:e~ted only by supportive 
measures s uch as bed rest and oxvoen inha ation. Thorouoh 
cleansing of the entire contamin~~ed area of ~he body, -
!nclllciing scalp /lnci na:ls 150: utmost importance. IE 
cranos s is severe, int :avenous njec-ion oE methylene 
blu e , one milli gram per kilogram of body '-leight, way be of 
:: ltle . Cyanoco~a am i n ( Vita min 31 2 ), one wLligeam 
n: :a ml! sc ul arly, may speed recover y. In:ra 'Jenous ':lu~ds and 
~lccd ~ca n5 :usicns may be indicated in very severe ex?osuee. 
?ROT ECT I N IN FORMATION 
G:::N:::".U:''{ .;P?LIC;.. aLE CONTROL H:::AS " R:::S ar.d ?,ECAU7ION: 
lise on . 1' wi th adequate venti ation . Keep away f:om hea-, spa:ks a.:c 
': la::le s . Keep conta i ner in II cool place. Ke ep :;on:.a!.:Je: tigh t_I closed . 
AVOld dust gener ation. 00 not mix with acids , a_kalies.Do not consume 
':000, dr ink or tobacco in areas where they may become contam i nated with 
thi s material . Us~ spacKprooE teols and equipmen t. Do not a low powee: 
to accumu la te i n exhaust systems. 
?:::~SO I A L ?~OTEC7IVE E UIP~ENT 
Sa:ety g las ses. ?rotec:ive cotton g.cves . 
. ~ ........... ~ ... ........... .. ... .. .. ......... ~.~ ..•...... ··~R~~·~.*~~.~~ 
S?!LL, L::: /\K , on REi.E,\SE 
Rev ! ew r:RE MID EXPLOSION II" ZARDS and SA,::7~ ?,,:::C';U7IONS be:ore 
pcoce~d ' ~g with c_ean up . Use appropriate ?ERSONAL ?ROTEC7!/E :::QU:?M:::N7 
during c.ean up. 
Re move sou:ce 0: heat, soarKs, :.ame , i:noact, :rict~on or e' ectric:'tv . 
., j ck lip My hi!!nd fer d ! sposal. Do not use' pO'-ler ec;uipment. 00 not use· 
' <:\aged or we mater icL. Con re l access to acea and :emove sou:ces of 
ea or imoact. Never recurn co co n i;a in ~r br :eu se. Use nonsoar !dno 
tool s too l s :or cleanup. . - -
tAS7E Dr S ?OS/\L 
Consul: an ex olosives mar.u:act~r~r :0: : ecommenced mp_~od. 0: des :c y:ns 
~ :<P:OS:'/~ rnc!t~ =-!a s. c= . ~ l,! VL h .a~91icao e :!ce= a rt ,.,.... "~;:t ·: ,.. ""#" •• _ ..l __ 
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(IMR) IMR POWDER CQMPA Y 
liD ". : . an~ 2~7=. Pl 0IllCvr;n .• Y. 12901 •. ' 
rage 5 ::l:S?OSA[. IllfOR~li\T_OI~ - CONTINU::::l 
?e:~s 260-2 1). May be 5 ored under vater un:i is?os~d 0: . ••••••••• _ ••••• _~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• c.~ ••• ~~ •• * •••• * •• ~.~ •••• SH:??!NG INfORMATION 
Check menufact\lre~ or : hippe t :or .speci:ic: inEoc:r.ation . 
• AGE COND_TIO 5 
Stoce in we 1 ventilated areo* Store in coo_ place. ~eep con~ai~e= [ ' ght_y close~. Dc not store wich ocher exo_osives'.Store in ac=o~clan=e w!:h Naciona _ fire ?:o~eccion Assn regulations. Store !~ accordance ~!~h federal Regu at~ons. Do not sc.ore or cons me food, d:ink, or t:Joacco :n a:eas where they may be orne contaminated wi h :~is ~ateria_. Store in a?prcved type ~agazine. 
~ ••• ~ •••• ~~ •• •• ••••• • • ~ ••• * •••••••••••• w*~ ••• * ••• ~*~~ ••••••••• ~ •• ~ •• • •• r. ~~D.7!ONAL INfORMATION AND REfE~ENCES 
?::"SONS l!,\NOL:NG C: X?LOS!V ES MUST 3C: TRJ..!NED IN ':'P.E CO??::C7 E'ROC::OU?ES F R THEIR US E. 
~ate 0: laces~ Revision 
?e~son i'tespons:':' e for I1SDS 
r.cd:ess 
Te ephone 
?:ocuc~ Ha~ase:, 
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Honeywell 
Exposure of Personnel to 
Posttest Byproducts 
from a .SO-Cal. Light Gas Gun 
NASA JSC White Sands Test Facility 
Laboratory Office 
October 2, 2005 
- .------ ~. ~-
Don Henderson, HTSI 
Karen Rodriguez, NASA 
~ - - -- .~. - -----
What Happened? 
• In January 2002 we were talking about our holiday 
breaks. 
- One of the team members mentioned that he could not taste 
food like he used to. 
- We all agreed that we couldn't smell or taste much. 
- Another mentioned that his wife could smell the guns on 
him, even his car smelled. 
- In fact all of our wives had made comments about our "gun" 
smell. 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
2 
What Happened? 
• The .SO-cal. gun smelled bad after shots 
- The 1-in. gun didn't smell. 
- Purges were the same for both guns. 
• We were cavalier about it 
- "That's just how guns smell." 
- "Been shootin' guns for decades." 
- Typically we'd shoot, then sit down and eat lunch 10ft away. 
~ .... ~ c; 
" ~~n ~~(ti} 
~f\ r/~ 
- - ~ ~ '/ 
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Investigation 
• First sampling on January 8, 2002 - Industrial Hygienist 
used MIRAN. Table 1 
Sample 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Location 
Breech 
High-pressure section 
Break area (table) 
Target chamber open 
Expansion tank open 
Disconnected breech 
from pump tube 
Disconnected high 
pressure section from 
pump tube 
Break area 
MIRAN Preliminary Results 
Sequence in Operation 
After gun is fired but prior to purges 
After gun is fired but prior to purges 
After gun is fired but prior to purges 
After 15 min purge, evacuation and 
backfill with ambient air 
After 15 min purge, evacuation and 
backfill with ambient air 
Purged pump tube for 1 h. Gun is 
opened. 
Purged pump tube for 1 h. Gun is 
opened. 
After purge, gun is opened, N. high-
bay door opened and fans turned on 
for ~ 3 min. 
Max. Reading for 
Benzenea 
m) 
13 
4.7 
3.9 
3.2 (outside) 
2.8 (outside) 
6.4 (inside) 
22 
66 
3 
a Short Term Exposure Limit is 2.5 ppm 
b No reading was taken with the MlRAN 
NOTES : No hydrogen cyanide was detected. 
Highest level of CO detected was I ppm. Highest level of CO2 detected was 644 ppm. 
The MlRAN samples a spectrum and may not distinguish between specific gasses. 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
Max. Reading for 
Acetaldehyde 
m) 
8.3 
6.2 
3.8 
11 (inside) 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
Max. Reading for 
Ammonia 
m) 
0.7 
6.8 
NRb 
3.9 (outside) 
2.6 (inside) 
1.4 (inside) 
NR 
NR 
NR 
-l 
4 
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Investigation 
Honeywell 
• All testing suspended pending further investigation 
• Gouges in pump tube preventing seal 
• Purge lines filled with soot 
• .SO-cal. gun on windward side of building caused 
entrainment of gases into HVAC systems 
- 1-in. gun on leeward side 
PUMP TUBE 
DOTTED LINES INDICATE 
COMPOSITE TYPE VERSION. 
THESE ARE NOT PRESENT IN 
THE MONOLITHIC TYPE HPC 
TOP VIEW 
TWO STAGE LIGHT GAS GUN SCHEMATIC 
NOT TO SCAlE 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
PORT 
HIGH 
SPEED 
CAMERA 
TARGET 
DOOR 
3548-2 
5 
- -I 
! 
1-
Investigation 
• Overpressure relief devices dumped directly into the 
building. WSTF Chemistry/MDAL Lab performed 
analysis. 
• January 17 - Shot .50-cal. gun with 225 grams of 
IMR 4198 gunpowder 
• 
- Gathered wipe, soot and gas samples at various locations 
- SCBA, Tyvek@ suits, gloves taped to suits 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
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Wipe Sampling 
• Wipe Plan 
• Wipe Results 
l_ 
-.-.. _._-----_. 
Table 2 
Sampling Matrix for Hypervelocity Wipe Samples 
Location Sampled Area Date 
Pump tube breech 
Flight range expansion tank 
Flight range target chamber 
Blank 
Back of piston 
Breakroom table 
Rail 
Work bench 
Blank 
eft') 
1 
1 
1 
N/A 
0.11 
1 
N/A 
Table 3 
Wipe Sample Results 
Compound 
Pump Tube at Breech 
Octamethylcyclotetra-siloxane 
Decamethylcyclopenta-siloxane 
Unknown compound 
2-methyl-1,3-benzenediamine 
Tetradecamethylcyc1ohepta-siloxane 
Hexadecamethy1cyc1oocta-siloxane 
Back of Piston 
Decamethylcyclopenta-siloxane 
Dodecamethylcyclohexa-siloxane 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
06 February 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 January 2002 
18 JanualY 2002 
Retention Time 
(min) 
5.79 
7.01 
8.33 
8.69 
9.51 
10.56 
7.01 
8.32 
7 
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Wipe Sampling 
• Most notably 2-methyl-1 ,3-benzenediamine was 
found 
- Skin sensitizer and irritant 
- Not a human carcinogen, but is confirmed as an animal 
carcinogen 
Post-shot residue on your skin can cause 
redness, burning, and itching. Have you felt 
't? I . 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
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Soot Sampling 
• Soot samples were collected from the pump tube 
and analyzed 
• Results 
- Organic based compounds found in insufficient quantities to 
identify 
NASA WSTF photo WSTF0905E07780 
Pump Tube End 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
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Air Sampling 
• Air Sample Plan 
Table 4 
Sampling Matrix for .50-Cal Gun Air Samples 
Location 
Baseline 
Breech posttest 
#2 High-pressure post 
#5 Pump tube pre-purge 
#6 Inside target chamber 
#7 Inside expansion chamber 
# 11 Breech post-purge 
# 13 High-pressure post-purge 
Flight range 
Breech 
High-pressure accelerator 
reservOIr 
• Air Sample Results 
Time & Date of Sampling 
0817 hrs 17 January, 2002 
0910 hrs 21 February, 2002 
0915 hrs 21 February, 2002 
0920 hrs 21 February,2002 
1036 hrs 21 , February, 2002 
1042 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1124 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1113 hrs 21 February, 2002 
1045 hrs 06 February,2002 
1155 hrs 22, February, 2002 
1203 hrs 22, February, 2002 
Big Guns Shoot BETTER 
Pressure 
(osia ± 2% 
12.60 
12.46 
12.56 
10.81 
12.57 
12.62 
12.65 
12.63 
12.49 
12.59 
12.45 
10 
Discussion 
• Possible effects on humans 
- Large variety of strong irritant organic compounds like 
aldehydes 
• Anosmia - skin & mucous membrane burning 
• Ageusia - upper respiratory irritation 
- Several Carcinogens 
• Benzene - marrow suppression - A 1 confirmed human 
• 1 ,3-Butadiene - cancer - A2 suspected human 
• Acrylonitrile - skin - A3 animal with unknown human effect 
- Solvents 
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Chemica/Interaction Discussion 
• Attempting to understand the mix best left to 
professionals but ... 
• Several modes of chemical interactions 
- Additivity - combined biological effects equal to the sum of 
each agent alone 
- Synergy - combined effects are greater than the sum of each 
agent alone 
• More serious when two or more affect the same organ or system 
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Chemical Interaction Discussion 
• Solvents - like acetone, butyl acetate and methyl 
ethyl ketone make carcinogens more readily 
absorbed 
- This lowers the control limits 
• It's likely that all three mixture interactions are going 
on in our pump tubes 
~~:o=~"".:-~ • .::-
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Why are two-stage light gas guns worse than rifles or handguns? 
Relatively large amounts of gunpowder are used, and it is all 
contained within tubes. Rifles or handguns use much less and are 
typically shot out in open air or in a properly designed shooting 
facility. Ironically, shooting ranges are designed to limit lead 
exposure, but in so doing are also removing mixtures of chemicals 
that are arguably worse for adults. 
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Mitigation 
• Purge pump tubes and flight ranges 
• Route exhaust vents outside and above roof 
- vacuum pumps, purge lines, relief valves 
Vacuum pump vent 
• Dump fresh air into vacuum at least four times 
Fresh air valve 
• Exhaust fans 
• Use captured relief devices Capture vent 
• Place flow indicators on purge lines 
Flow meter Air tank 
• Install CO detectors or real-time air monitors 
• Use SCBA units or full-face respirators with GME-
P100 cartridges on hand 
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Ongoing Efforts 
• After 3.5 years we are still making improvements 
- Raising vent stacks higher 
• Prevailing winds from the west. This summer, winds came from the 
east - exhaust in building 
- Installing source ventilation 
• Vehicle exhaust system over the .50-cal. Breech 
Exhaust hose 
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Conclusions 
• Sampling & analysis prove that workers can quickly 
be overexposed (above IDLH) to a hazardous mix of 
chemicals 
• WSTF's analysis was performed on only 
225 grams of IMR gunpowder. Larger guns will have 
proportionately higher levels of toxins 
• Don't be tough guys, eliminate human exposure 
-:----:..:::.....;;;..;.... 
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Why did we let it happen in the first place? Admittedly, we were a bit 
cavalier about it. In fact, we all remember saying, "That's just how guns 
smell, no big deal. People have been shootin' these guns for decades." 
We did not know how bad the chemicals were; otherwise, we would 
have been more careful. 
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